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Abstract

A withdrawal from the eurozone requires thorough planning and preparation. Contrary to the presumption that only the creation of a monetary union would need coordination, a consensual agreement between the Member States is absolutely necessary to prevent problems for the new currency and conflicts with the remaining union. As a result of the premise of irreversibility, according to which a downgrading of euro membership is not possible, the EU Treaty explicitly does not provide for an exit from the eurozone. This article examines the legal options of a withdrawal from the third stage and necessary steps towards an exiting state having its own currency. Closing remarks consider the valid currency in old contracts.

1. Legal Possibilities of a Withdrawal from the Euro

What legal options exist for a withdrawal from the euro? According to the prevailing view, EMU is a “community of responsibilities and interests which can no longer be terminated”¹ and is an “irrevocable permanent legal community.”² Contrary to the European Monetary System (EMS/ERM), where a unilateral withdrawal was legally possible and did also take place, an exit from the eurozone is not provided by treaty.³ Instead, joining the EU is associated with the long-term commitment, provided the inclusion criteria are fulfilled, to introduce the euro in the third stage of EMU (Art. 139 f. TFEU).

Are there any other reasons that would allow termination of membership of the European Economic and Monetary Union (EEMU) and of the EMU in particular? The contract remains unclear and reveals a gap in regulation. While an ordinary termination is excluded, interpretations of the legality of a resolution for dissolution of

* Prof. Dr., Institute of Economics, Chair of Regulatory Economics, Helmut-Schmidt-Universität, University of the Federal Armed Forces Hamburg, D-22043 Hamburg, E-mail: dirk.meyer@hsu-hh.¹ Deutsche Bundesbank (1990), p 1; translated by the author.
² Herdegen (1998), p 3; translated by the author.
³ As possible reasons for the failure to take account of exit regulations, reference is made to an increased probability of their application and the complexity of these standards needed to appropriately depict all possible scenarios. Cf. Scott (1998), pp 213 ff. Conversely, the pressure to reach an agreement would increase. Cf. also Deo, Donovan and Hatheway (2011), p 4.
Member States vary. Similar uncertainty surrounds termination as a result of an important extraordinary cause. However, the consensual dismissal of a Member State and the exclusion of its rights due to serious and continued breaches of the contractual obligations are clearly legal (Art. 7 TEU). Legal and creative ways will have to be found if this regulatory gap in connection with the bail-out ban (Art. 125 TFEU) is not to result in a pathological impasse when bankruptcy looms. In any case, an international treaty should be made to regulate the conditions for exit (repayment of euro to the ECB, restitution of capital share and currency reserves to the National Central Bank). A unilateral declaration of exit would in fact be conceivable, but would be totally unacceptable in terms of peaceful coexistence within the EU.

In any case, a gradual process of disintegration has to precede a termination of membership. The ‘postulate of pro-community behaviour’ (Art. 344 TFEU) requires that attempts should be made to resolve the conflict not only through negotiations but also that appeals to the European Court of Justice should produce no success. A suspension of membership of the monetary union as a ‘trial exit’ is not possible for practical reasons. Regardless of the legal options of termination, other possible exit options should be borne in mind when considering the problem. Ultimately, the question of exiting the monetary union is more a political question than a legal one. Dramatic intensification of a country’s financial difficulties might mean that even illegal ways are at least no longer excluded. Historical events such as the collapses of the krone and rouble zones, have adequately demonstrated the problems of an absence of exit rules for the revision of political and economic integration processes. In contrast, Czechoslovakia and South Africa/Namibia are examples of a proper and orderly separation. Under the aspect of low failure costs the establishment of an exit right with specific regulations appears urgently needed. Contractual irreversibility leads to high avoidable costs in the event

---

4 The Federal Constitutional Court (FCC) assumes in the Maastricht decision a right for the Member States to abrogate the contract. Cf. FCC 89, 155 (190). According to a different legal opinion, a termination agreement would contradict Community Law if, among other conditions, in Art. B Treaty of Maastricht the achievement of policy objectives such as “to maintain in full the ‘acquis communautaire’ and build on it with a view to considering” are highlighted. See Hilf (1997), pp 5/782 ff. and also Bleckmann and Pieper (1993), p 975.


8 Hahn and Häde (2010), p 308. Emphasis by the author.


11 Concerning the termination of the currency union between the Czech Republic and the Slovak Republic in 1993, see Fidrmuc, Horvath and Fidrmuc (1999) as well as Lopatka (2011).

12 In the general budget debate for fiscal year 2010 on 17 March 2010, German Chancellor Merkel made the following demand: “We will have an agreement for the future in which it is, as a last resort, even possible to exclude a country from the euro area if it repeatedly fails to fulfil the conditions in the long term.” Translated by the author.
of problems. Moreover, the principle of competition always dictates the possibility of deselection to leverage the better solution. The threat of a planned exit would also encourage the participants to compromise more willingly. The functionality of the exit-voice mechanism would be established.

The minimum requirements of regulations for a ‘divorce rule’ should be included by an amendment of the TFEU. This contractual modification would include a general right to withdraw from the third stage (euro currency), which would definitely not be connected with a withdrawal from the political union. The obligation of mutual consultations, which should especially include the return of the euro banknotes, would have to ensure a more conflict-free exit. In addition, a replacement of ECB committees based on unanimous resolution by a request from a single member may take place in order to correct the changes of the majorities between the hard- and the soft-currency countries in the case of an exit.

The concept of national parallel currencies offers an interesting alternative towards a ‘rough’ exit from the EMU regarding political, economic and juridical aspects. In addition to the continued validity of the euro as a currency and legal tender, every euro member could autonomously introduce its own national currency. This would possibly require an alteration of Art. 128 as well as Art. 3 para. 1 lit. c TFEU. These provisions concern the repeal of the euro as monopoly currency as well as the suspension of the exclusive jurisdiction of the EU in the field of monetary policy for its Member States.

Due to the lack of appropriate arrangements, the following options are currently the subject of intense discussion:

(a) Art. 50 TEU as amended in Lisbon explicitly provides for an exit from the EU. This would allow an exit for a juridical second and an immediate re-entry as a quasi treaty-compliant solution. Similar to the case of Great Britain or Denmark, the special status as a Member State with exceptional rules (Art. 139 TFEU) could allow the introduction of e.g. the Neâ Drachmâ. The potential problem of the time factor should not be ignored when discussing this solution. Formally, an exit-treaty would have to be negotiated and a re-entry would follow the procedure of Art. 49 TEU. However, a cooperative EU behaviour could be assumed, allowing an instant introduction of a national currency. Furthermore, discussions also include the possibility of a partial exit ‘as a minus compared with a full withdrawal’.

---

16 For details of the concept of national parallel currencies, see Meyer (2012a).
17 Because the TFEU does not provide retrograde stages of development within the monetary union, the introduction of a national currency would have to be ratified as an alternative departure from the ‘third level’ by a special agreement involving all 27 Member States.
19 Cf. Seidel (2010), who derived from the general right to withdrawal a right to an incomplete exit (a maiore ad minorem); similarly: Herrmann (2010a), p 417 and Vischer (2010), pp 44 f. Generally...
Art. 2, para. 1 TFEU provides the possibility of an authorization by the Union for a national legal arrangement in cases where the EU has exclusive competences. This applies to the “monetary policy for the Member States whose currency is the euro” (Art. 3, para. 1 lit. c TFEU). A prerequisite for this authorization would be a unanimous resolution by the European Council to pass an appropriate cancellation agreement. By relinquishing its participation in a combined monetary policy, a Member State could use this procedure to adopt a currency of its own. A similar example applies to fisheries policy which is also an exclusive part of EU policy. Here, too, the territorial scope was restricted by removing Greenland from the Danish state territory.

Similarly, the entry of Greece with falsified data combined with continued failure to meet the stability criteria would provide the necessary authorization to return the country to its previous status as a Non-Member State of the eurozone. In this connection, demotion to the group of ‘Member States with exceptional rules’ (Art. 139 TFEU) would be the desirable result. In addition, it would be necessary to annul the Council decision pursuant to Art. 140 TFEU which had led to the entry of Greece into the eurozone. Although the invalidity can no longer be enforced because the deadline has expired (Art. 263 TFEU), the continued manipulation of the debt statistics and a persistently apparent deviation from the legal stability behaviour could be cited (contrarius actus pursuant to Art. 139 et seq. in conjunction with Art. 263 TFEU).

Through an amendment of the Euro-Implementation Act, Greece could be excluded from the group of euro members. Nevertheless, this would require the consensual cooperation of Greece.

Moreover, there is the legal opinion that a euro member should retain its national authority to implement its own independent currency without the permission of the EU. The Member’s right to resign granted by the Treaty of Lisbon guarantees that all national jurisdictions do in principle persist although they had de facto been specifically transferred to the EU. A unilaterally declared exit from the euro would on the one hand be considered a violation of European law but at the same time compel the community to suspend all counteracting regulations towards implementing a national currency promptly critical to the possibility of a withdrawal pursuant to Art. 50 TEU: Zeh (2004), pp 199 f. and Deo, Donovan and Hatheway (2011), p 9.


On this see Seidel (2012) p 160 f. “The introduction of the euro as currency and legal tender in Greece has contributed just as little to the extinction of – repressed – national powers of authority concerning monetary and currency issues in Greece as has the use of the authority of the European Union for organizing monetary policy as a so-called exclusive policy ...”. Ibid, p 161; own translation. Seidel underlines the reverse case of involving the new eastern states of Germany in the eurozone in an autonomous manner and without any European legal act. See also Hilf (1997), p 5/786.
with due regard for the national sovereignty. At the same time, openness is a basic democratic principle of general interest (Art. 2 and 6 TEU). Consequently, for this reason alone, the withdrawal of a single Member should be accepted by the remaining Members as a matter of course.

(f) The TEU provides different arrangements of legal development. These include on the one hand the treaty amendment procedures (Art. 48 TEU). On the other hand, provisions are made for the right to complementary legislation of a so-called contract rounding-off (Art. 352 TEU). This right can be applied if the objectives cannot be achieved by the powers previously designated in the Treaty. In particular, where an intensified level of community integration exists, reference to this legal standard will be rarely admissible since such a goal is already inherent in the basic intention of the TEU.24

(g) If more than one of the euro members are both willing to exit and implement a common northern or southern currency or a common parallel currency to the euro, this will have the effect of achieving improved monetary convergence of these countries. This addresses the instrument of an enhanced cooperation which “shall aim to further the objectives of the Union, protect its interests and reinforce its integration process” (Art. 20 para. 1 s. 2 TEU).25 However, enhanced cooperation is excluded within the framework of exclusive competences (Art. 20 para. 1 TEU and Art. 329 para. 1 TFEU). Consequently, this juridical possibility should disappear (see point b).

(h) In addition to the primary legal basis of community law, international treaty law provides conflict rules. However, the practice of international treaty law on the ‘self-contained regime’ by the EU is the subject of controversy.26 Art. 60 Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties (VCLT) provides for termination or suspension of membership in the event of a significant breach of contract. However, the special instructions of Art. 126; 258 and 259 TFEU and Art. 7 TEU are applicable by priority. In addition, Member States have committed “not to submit a dispute concerning the interpretation or application of the Treaties to any method of settlement other than those provided for therein” (Art. 344 TFEU). Finally, a fundamental change of circumstances in the sense of an abolition of the basis (clausula rebus sic standibus) allows the termination or the withdrawal (Art. 62 VCLT).27 Above all, it seems to allow a termination or a withdrawal by consensus of the members (Art. 54 VCLT).28 The same applies to dismissal (Art. 56 VCLT), which must be notified 12 months in advance.

---

25 See as well Kerber (2012), p 34. The difficulty would probably be the quorum of nine participating Members. See Art. 20 paras 2/3 TEU.  
26 Cf. Kämmerer (2010), p 166; Münchau and Mundschuken (2009), p 4; Zeh (2004), pp 181 f. France still has not signed the Vienna Convention, Portugal has, but with reservations.  
2. Reassignment of the Monetary Sovereignty and the Foundation of a National Currency Statute

The legal execution of a withdrawal from the eurozone requires the reassignment of monetary sovereignty and the foundation of a national currency statute. A departure from the common currency thus requires a combination of measures based on Union and national law. In addition to the possible introduction of new primary legal rulings for an exit, secondary legal rulings concerning special issues would have to be adopted as a counterpart to regulation on certain provisions relating to the introduction of the euro:29 (a) Which debt currency would be valid under certain connecting factors (e.g. debtor’s residence, place of payment, …)? (b) From which date would the new currency become legal tender? The implementation of a national currency would be the obvious but not the logically necessary consequence of the efforts.30

At the beginning of a currency withdrawal, the transferred monetary sovereignty has to be reassigned from the EU to the withdrawing Member State. As is generally known, the devil is in the detail and thereby in problems of practical implementation. In order to except the financial help in favour of crisis states from a breach of the bail-out prohibition with legal certainty, and in order to justify possible help pursuant to Art. 143 et seq., the withdrawal of these countries from the eurozone would have to precede the granting of assistance. To take into account the urgency of assistance, it would be absolutely necessary to link the supporting provisions with a successful exit.

Art. 50 TEU as amended in Lisbon requires a time-consuming negotiating process referring to exit and re-entry procedures. This applies to the case that a partial exit (a maiore ad minorem) would be juridically disputable and would also be met with disapproval, as would an exit for a juridical second. An alternative is offered by the regular procedure for an amendment of the Treaty with a very time-consuming dismantling of the monetary union with the consensus of all Member States (Art. 48 para. 2 sentence 2 in conjunction with para. 4 sentence 2 TEU).32 Legal means in

---


30 Additional countries and European territories, such as Andorra, Kosovo, Monaco, San Marino and Vatican City State, currently use the EURO as legal tender. They have no part in the ECB decision-making bodies. Moreover, there is no direct access to EURO central bank money and these countries are excluded from seigniorage income. The EURO is to a large extent used as an illegal currency in Bosnia, Bulgaria and Croatia as well as in Macedonia. See Hawkins and Masson (2003), pp 22 f.

31 The monetary sovereignty was transferred to the EU, but not to the ECB. This results from the powers of the Council laying down the exchange rate regime for third countries (Art. 219 TFEU), and measures for payments and capital transactions with third countries (Art. 64, para. 2; Art. 66 TFEU). See also Herrmann (2010b), pp 118–120. The ECB is only an EU organ (Art. 13 TEU).

32 Consensus means the approval of the 27 EU Members, not, for example of only the 17 euro states. The exit would be legalized through their parliaments or by referendum. The regular procedure for contractual amendment derives its special significance from its character in European jurisprudence. As a concentrated form of a European political idea, this provision is also a manifestation of the fact
conformity with the contract, which could be decided by the European Council within a short time, could be the authorization of a national legislation (Art. 2 sec. 1 TFEU), the annulment of the Council decision or an alteration of the Euro-Implementation Act. Ultimately, there is the possibility in international treaty law of unilaterally terminating the membership in the event of a significant breach of contract. However, in terms of European politics, this option would amount to a worst-case scenario.33 From a legal perspective, a unilateral exit without consensus would be considered problematic, since the return of monetary sovereignty would possibly not have been resolved. Considering these circumstances, it might lead to a risk of the denomination of the debt currency not being recognized in contracts involving foreign elements.34

The counterpart to reassignment – demonstrated on the example of Germany – would have to be reflected in a constitutional amendment (Art. 23 para. 1 in conjunction with Art. 79, para. 2/3 of the Basic Law (GG)) for the retrieval of the monetary sovereignty.35 Only after this procedure would it be possible to execute a resumed national currency authority in a corresponding national currency law. This would require democratic legitimization by means of a referendum and/or parliamentary resolution. For Germany, Art. 73 No. 4 in conjunction with Art. 88 GG governs the exercising of currency authority. Accordingly, the Bundestag would have to transfer this authority back to the German Federal Bank (Deutsche Bundesbank). A Euro-Termination Law would suspend the role of the euro as legal tender on the territory of the Federal Republic of Germany and repeal and replace it by a new currency. This law would also set the exchange rate and thus ensure the recurrent connection to the new currency.36 Afterwards, separation from the euro would be possible and the path would be clear for the country to have its own statute of national currency.37 This would govern the following monetary fundamentals:38

- legalization of a new currency (design, denomination, etc.);
- institutionalization of a central bank (definition of tasks/assignments, its role in

that something historically new, a new chapter in the history of political systems, has been ventured and achieved by installing a power above the sovereign states—with supranationalism.

33 Cf. also Buiter and Rahbari (2011), p 27.
35 Art. 88 GG: “The Federation shall establish a note-issuing and currency bank as the Federal Bank. Within the framework of the European Union, its responsibilities and powers may be transferred to the European Central Bank that is independent and committed to the overriding goal of assuring price stability.” Monetary sovereignty is held by the Federation pursuant to Art. 73, No. 4 of the Constitution “The Federation shall have exclusive power to legislate with respect to: ... 4. currency, money, and coinage ....” According to Art. 23 para. 1 in conjunction with Art. 79 para. 2 / 3 GG, it may delegate this authority to the EU and also retrace this right.
36 Because the recurrent connection can be chosen arbitrarily in the case of a changeover, a 1:1 ratio would be worthy of consideration to achieve simplification. A change of price labelling would not be necessary and conversion would be made easier.
37 In the event of a northern euro, the Bundestag would additionally have to transfer monetary sovereignty to a Northern European Monetary Union (NEMU), which would have to be founded, through a constitutional amendment.
relation to institutions such as government and legislative organ), the exclusive right of the Federal Bank to issue banknotes would be guaranteed by an alteration to Section 14 of the Act on the German Federal Bank (Bundesbank Act), the monetary instruments in Sections 15 ff. of the Bundesbank Act have to be reintroduced:

• a Coinage Act allowing and mandating the country to mint and issue coins;
• the implementation of the new currency and the provision concerning the exchange;
• the exchange rate concept.

The implementation of the new currency is associated with two fundamental regulatory decisions: the one about the exit and the principles of the exchange, the other about choosing the future exchange rate system. In the case of Germany or a Northern European Monetary Union (NEMU), the reasons for the withdrawal as well as the relative economic strength in relation to the Union suggest that only a flexible exchange rate would be economically viable, while in the case of Greece and the other, rather small deficit countries a merger to form a Mediterranean Monetary Union or a connection to the euro with or without fluctuation margins would appear possible.39 The risk of speculative attacks would be reduced, but not eliminated.

Institutional reorganization requires the establishment of a national central bank. The NCBs would continue to exist within the scope of the ESCB, and perform the operative business on behalf of the ECB, which means the appropriate expertise would still be present. It would merely be necessary to reinstitutionalize the old powers. Potential provisions for disintegration of the euro exist in the form of European clearing system TARGET2 for international payment transactions and the national clearing systems.40 However, the TARGET system as an instrument for the creation of new loans would lead to capital exports caused externally and permanently by countries in crisis at the expense of the solvent states with a surplus. That process would have to be terminated by changing the entrance requirements.41 The Euro-Termination Law would have to include concrete provisions for implementation. It would focus on the following questions: who is allowed to change or who is subject to a forced conversion and for whom or for which contracts is the new currency valid. Both issues are relevant for the holders of rights or the asset position.

40 Scott (1998), pp 215 ff. sees this as a significant relief for a future currency withdrawal. As further structural simplifications, he still names the national debt attributable to the national states and the largely nationalized currency reserves by the national central banks. The example of Russia and other successor states of the Soviet Union reveals only too clearly the corresponding potential problems due to missing assignments on leaving the rouble zone.
3. Denomination – The Currency Debt in Existing Contracts

First and foremost, it is necessary to answer the question as to whether the existing treaties would remain valid after changing the currency. This would have to be fundamentally approved since neither a misconception by the contracting parties exists nor is there an obvious impossibility of fulfilling a contract, although the conversion might be accompanied by changes in asset positions. The question of debt currency would thus depend on the specific exit situation: is the exit taking place in agreement with EU law or does it violate EU law? The following presupposes that the exit of a country would be in agreement with EU law. This would facilitate the enforcement of the claims in civil law proceedings and should maintain legal disputes within limits and favour their unambiguous clarification. Ultimately, international private law provides regulations to solve the matter of currency.

When considering the question as to which currency is valid as a debt currency in existing contracts, it helps to clarify a number of concepts. The currency in which the creditor must accept the settlement of the money debt is called legal tender. Using its sovereignty enables the state to decide over its own currency within its territory. The respective statute of currency (lex monetae) includes the law of currency and the monetary fundamentals of the national monetary order of the appropriate state. They express the official and exclusive national establishment which is regulated by public law. This means that the application of public law is limited to the sovereign territory and its people (territorial principle). Consequently, they are not able to exert any binding effect abroad. The statute of debt regulates the arrangement of the monetary debt ratio under private law. The nature and amount of the payment which the debtor has to deliver to the creditor is determined by setting the currency through the contractual arrangement. The statute is mainly defined by the choice of law and jurisdiction of the parties. In cases not involving a foreign element, the parties normally declare the national law. With regard to a monetary reform, this arrangement is

---

43 Cf. Ernst (2012) in this connection. In the case of an unlawful exit, the priority of EU law would lead to the persistence of the euro as debt currency under private law. This would apply regardless of whether the contracts concerned had an international connection or were between domestic parties. Domestic courts would therefore have to apply EU law and ensure its enforcement. However, whether this would actually happen in practice remains questionable.
44 See Grothe (1999), pp 42 ff.
45 See Grothe (1999), p 25 ff. Pursuant to the Treaty of Maastricht the euro members have transferred their monetary sovereignty to the EU.
47 See Nussbaum (1925), pp 160–163; Reinhuber (1995), p 160. Interventions in currency similar to an expropriation must not be tolerated by foreigners. According to Art. 17 Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union, they can invoke a right to reasonable compensation and enforce this in court.
juridically practicable without any problems. If for example a Neâ Drachmâ (ND) were implemented, the denomination of contracts would take place in ND currency exclusively between Greek parties.

In contracts involving foreign elements, the choice of the legal system is uncertain. Generally, at least two legal systems can potentially be chosen. Here the statute of debt and the statute of currency have to be in a ratio of superordination and subordination.\(^49\) With the choice of the currency (statute of debt) the contracting parties again comply with the right of the currency (lex monetae).\(^50\) A principle applies whereby “he who confides in a foreign currency, also shares its fate”.\(^51\) Accordingly, the applicable statute of currency belongs to that state which has the currency in which the debt is nominated. Consequently, a bond issue of the German Empire held by a US citizen which was nominated in Rentenmark at the time of issue had to be denominated and paid back in Reichsmark after 1924.

Finally, the statute of payment contains the right of the place of payment. For example it determines whether the amount of debt in foreign currency can be paid in the local currency (according to Section 244 of the German Civil Code (BGB)).\(^52\) For this reason the preceding legal relations correspond to the principle of private autonomy.

If statute of debt and statute of currency coincide as is often the case for contracts between residents of one country, the new currency is considered the future debt currency. Solely in case of divergence between the statute of currency and the statute of debt in contracts with foreign elements do economically complex and juridically complex constellations arise in cases of monetary reforms. The international monetary law, addressed in this context, is required to clarify the question as to which material currency right is to be applied.\(^53\) Figure 1 indicates different types of case configurations for currency disintegration in the eurozone.

Case (a) assumes the withdrawal of a euro member. For example, Greece could leave and implement the Neâ Drachmâ (ND). Case (b) illustrates the exit of a group of euro members founding an independent currency union alongside the still existing eurozone: Conceivable options are either a northern currency (North-Euro/NORDO) or a southern currency (South-Euro/SUEDO). Both cases imply the secession of a currency area from the remaining eurozone. This would at least enable compliance with contracts expressed in euro. For individual cases the debt currency would have to be determined by the contractually chosen legal system. Given a Greek bond indenture under English law, Greece would still be required to service its interest and


\(^{51}\) See Österreichischer Gerichtshof OGH SZ 7/390 and SZ 24/184, quoted by Schuster (1998). Translated by the author. The issue of money together with its exclusive use in the domestic territory as cash/legal tender and any denomination are covered by monetary sovereignty.

\(^{52}\) See Vischer (2010), pp 184 f.; Horn (1972), pp 264 f.; Schmidt (2004), 694 ff. While the debt currency indicates the extent of payment, the payment currency shows the nature of the payment.

\(^{53}\) See Hahn and Häde (2010), p 14.
redemption in euro. Case (c) describes the (chaotic) decay of the eurozone which would result in a return to national currencies by its former 17 Member States. Likewise, case (c) recreates the foundation of a northern and southern currency union after the dissolution of the eurozone. This currency fragmentation prevents payment being made in the former debt currency of the euro because the former currency statute has disappeared completely and been replaced by two new sovereign currencies. In this case, the debt currency is the currency of the country which has been assigned as having the responsible legal system for the contract. Finally, case (d) affects the approval of national currencies parallel to the euro. For already existing contracts the euro remains valid whereas the debt currency can be freely selected for future contracts.

Every monetary reform replaces the existing monetary regime by a new one. One essential task of the new statute of currency is to transfer the previous euro currency to the successor currency.\textsuperscript{54} This recurrent connection ensures the technical process of transferring from euro into the new currency units by the (arbitrary) specification of a uniform conversion ratio.\textsuperscript{55} For example, Regulation (EC) No. 2866/98 fixed the

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Figure 1.}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{54} See Grothe (1999), pp 205 ff.
\textsuperscript{55} Thus the unified standard interface does not have any formative action, but merely a declaratory effect. Problems of an appreciation/depreciation or even an expropriation do not arise. See Grothe (1999), p 209; Reinhuber (1995), pp 33 f. and Nussbaum (1925), p 48.
exchange rate from DM to euro at a uniform value of 1.95583.\textsuperscript{56} It is juridically ambiguous whether the statute of currency merely includes the recurrent connection as a \textit{single base connection} or whether a \textit{differentiated connection} is also attributable to the statute of currency.\textsuperscript{57} This distinction becomes important if the statute of debt and the statute of currency belong to different judiciaries in contracts with foreign elements. In a narrow interpretation of the statute of currency, this distinction would not be suitable whereas it would be in a wider interpretation. A wider interpretation would be equivalent to a compulsory purchase. This distinction between the \textit{Currency Act} (\textit{lex monetae}) as an expression of the currency conversion and the \textit{Conversion Act} (\textit{lex causae}) including the creditor-debtor-relation became apparent during the German monetary reform in 1948.

\textbf{Summary}

The article focuses on the legal options for a withdrawal from the euro area and the reassignment of currency sovereignty towards the exiting Member. Admittedly, the Treaty on European Union (TEU) does not provide for an exit from the third stage of the currency union, nevertheless a variety of conforming options can be found that could allow the consensual departure of a euro member. Likewise, the reassignment of monetary sovereignty would take place. A national currency act would subsequently have to regulate the principles of a recurrent link of the new currency and the terms of exchange. Finally, this article reveals the fundamentals of the denomination of currency in existing contracts by clarifying the relation between debt and currency statute.
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